highly selective firing ( Figure 1B; Mooney, 2000) .
sponses were evoked by BOS playback (Figures 2A [top 
right], 2B [circles], and 2C). These results suggest to us
To test for chloride-mediated inhibition, we loaded that the phasic subthreshold depolarizations seen in another group of cells with calixarene, a compound that untreated X-projecting cells arise due to a synaptic interblocks chloride channels internally in other systems action of prolonged excitation and inhibition, rather than (Hefti and Smith, 2000) and which we observed could prolonged inhibition interacting with highly phasic synsuccessfully eliminate GABA A -mediated synaptic inhibiaptic excitation.
tion elicited in vitro in the song nucleus LMAN (R.M., Several observations indicate that GTP␥S treatment unpublished data). This treatment had no effect on songspecifically interfered with GIRK signaling in X-proevoked hyperpolarizations (Figures 2A [bottom right] jecting cells. First, consistent with the idea that GTP␥S and 2B [black diamonds]), indicating that the major portreatment activates a strong outward current, the position of the song-evoked hyperpolarizations we observed tive current we needed to inject through the recording when cells were at their normal resting potentials did electrode to maintain V m near Ϫ60 mV increased signifinot involve GABA A receptors. cantly over time (initial ϭ ϩ197 Ϯ 52 pA, final ϭ ϩ401 Ϯ To detect any cryptic GABA A -mediated inhibition, we 49 pA, t(34) ϭ 3.32, p ϭ .001; see Experimental Procealso recorded from X-projecting cells with pipettes condures for initial and final time point values). Second, taining potassium chloride and GTP␥S. After waiting for when current injection was discontinued briefly near the GTP␥S to occlude GIRK-mediated inhibition, we chlofinal time point, the membrane potential immediately ride-loaded cells by passing negative current (Ϫ1 nA) shifted to a value closer to E K (with current ϭ Ϫ58.3 Ϯ through the recording electrode for several minutes. 0.9 mV, without current ϭ Ϫ80 Ϯ 2.1 mV, t(15) ϭ 10.80, Such treatment would be expected to briefly shift chlop Ͻ .0001). Third, similar recordings we made from ride equilibrium, displacing it positively from V rest , render-X-projecting neurons in brain slices showed that intraing chloride-mediated IPSPs transiently depolarizing cellular GTP␥S application led to pronounced negative and excitatory. Indeed, in 3 of 6 cells treated in this shifts in membrane potential mirrored by marked demanner, the strength of the BOS-evoked firing response creases in input resistance, consistent with activation (measured immediately after ceasing negative current of an outward current (n ϭ 9 cells; V initial ϭ Ϫ64.2 Ϯ 1.4 injection) transiently increased with respect to BOS remV, V final ϭ Ϫ84.9 Ϯ 1.2 mV, t(8) ϭ 10.90, p Ͻ .0001; sponses measured prior to current injection (for these R initial ϭ 57.7 Ϯ 8.8 M⍀, R final ϭ 31.7 Ϯ 2.7 M⍀, t(8) ϭ 3.1, 3 cells, response strength (RS): preinjection ϭ 1.99 Ϯ p ϭ .008). When taken with the finding that song-evoked 0.30, postinjection ϭ 5.05 Ϯ 1.11; data not shown; RS inhibition in X-projecting cells is both potassium medimeasures the mean song-evoked firing rates normalized ated and dependent on G protein signaling, these variby mean baseline firing rates; see Experimental Proceous results suggest that GTP␥S treatment occludes dures). These effects hint at an additional contribution BOS-evoked GIRK signaling in these cells.
of chloride currents to song-evoked inhibition. However, We also treated another set of X-projecting cells with as the major component of BOS-evoked hyperpolarizing the nonhydrolyzable GDP analog GDP␤S, which leads inhibition appears to be GIRK mediated, we used to the permanent closure of GIRK channels in other GTP␥S, GDP␤S, or cesium to assess the role of hyperposystems, blocking endogenous GIRK-mediated synaplarizing inhibition in shaping song-evoked firing in tic inhibition (Kurachi et al., 1986a) . This treatment also X-projecting cells. blocks both GABA B -and mGluR-mediated inhibition in X-projecting neurons in vitro (Dutar et al., 2000 Phasic firing in response to BOS playback is a notable might abolish or strongly diminish some PSTH peaks during BOS playback, but not others. feature of X-projecting neurons. To gauge whether and how much inhibition regulates this phasic firing, we idenObligatory priming is unlikely to be a mechanism underlying all BOS-evoked spike generation in X-protified all firing peaks (defined in Experimental Procedures) evoked initially by the BOS and examined jecting cells, as BOS-evoked firing persisted and actually increased in both GTP␥S-and GDP␤S-treated cells, whether they changed over the duration of the recording in both drug-treated and control cells (see Experimental despite the abolition of their BOS-evoked hyperpolarizations. However, we were able to test directly for obligaProcedures). In fact, when all drug-treated cells were grouped together, 28% of peaks increased in amplitude, tory priming by exploiting the constitutive activation of GIRK signaling in GTP␥S-treated cells and the resulting 57% decreased, and 15% did not change. Similarly, the timing of a substantial subset (33%) of excitatory peaks hyperpolarizing effects of this compound on membrane polarity. In this treatment group, we observed that BOS also was affected in treated cells, while 67% remained stable. These values differed significantly from control playback triggers relatively tonic synaptic excitation, as more prolonged BOS-evoked depolarization and firing cells, where only 10% of peaks increased, 81% decreased, and 9% did not change ( 2 (2) ϭ 50.1, p Ͻ .0001) could be detected when inhibition was disrupted (and when the cell's membrane potential was maintained and only 18% shifted their time of response, while 82% remained stable ( 2 (1) ϭ 45.5, p Ͻ .0001). Additionally, ‫ف‬Ϫ60 mV by current injection). Furthermore, the cell immediately shifted to a more negative potential when at the final time point in drug-treated cells, 24% of total peaks emerged in time bins that had not previously we ceased applying tonic-positive current, potentially placing the cell in a more primed state. Given these two elicited a response, while only 10% of total peaks emerged over a similar time in control recordings.
features, an obligatory priming process would generate even more BOS-evoked firing when we stopped When the drug-treated group was further split into GDP␤S versus GTP␥S-treated cells, we noticed that applying tonic current, at least if cells were not too hyperpolarized to prevent excitation from reaching spike peak behavior was more potently diminished in the former group (GDP␤S: 76% of peaks decreased in amplithreshold altogether. In contrast to an obligatory priming model, such entude, 13% increased, 11% did not change; GTP␥S: 54% of peaks decreased, 30% increased, 16% didn't change; hanced firing was not observed at more negative membrane potentials. In 16 GTP␥S-treated cells, we ceased 2 (2) ϭ 6.8, p ϭ .03). Such an effect might be expected if peak firing arose in part through a priming process tonic current injection after establishing that BOSevoked hyperpolarizations had been blocked, causing (see next section), as GDP␤S treatment blocks hyperpolarizing potassium currents altogether, whereas GTP␥S the membrane potential to drop significantly (with current ϭ Ϫ58.3 Ϯ 0.9 mV, current removed ϭ Ϫ80 Ϯ treatment constitutively activates them. Ultimately, these various analyses show that a significant subset 2.1 mV, t(15) ϭ 10.80, p Ͻ .0001). However, at the more negative membrane potential, the mean and instantaof firing peaks are affected by disrupting GIRK-mediated inhibition and that a majority of peaks arise through the neous maximum firing rates decreased markedly during BOS playback, while the BOS-evoked firing RS reaction of patterned excitation. These results are consistent with the idea that rather than inhibition simply scalmained approximately the same ( Figure 5B ; FR BOS (Hz): with current ϭ 9.38 Ϯ 1.71, current removed ϭ 4.58 Ϯ ing peak responses, inhibition and excitation interact to One limitation of using averaged membrane potential records to assess synaptic mechanisms is that they removed ϭ 4.41 Ϯ 1.67, t(15) ϭ 1.56, p ϭ .07). In addition, baseline firing rates also declined, although they rereflect net synaptic drive, making it unclear whether the failure of a stimulus to evoke subthreshold responses mained at the value for control recordings from these cells (Mooney, 2000) (FR Baseline (Hz): with current ϭ 5.15 Ϯ simply reflects a lack of any evoked synaptic activity or instead that inhibition and excitation are evoked but 1.10; current removed ϭ 1.60 Ϯ 0.77, t(15) ϭ 3.54, p ϭ .001). Given that both spontaneous and stimulus-evoked cancel each other out. In a prior study, average membrane potential records from X-projecting cells showed firing could still be detected (e.g., Figure 5B ), but the overall suprathreshold response evoked by the BOS that hyperpolarizations were most strongly evoked by the BOS, rather than BOS-REV, hinting that synaptic actually decreased at more negative resting potentials, priming is not an obligatory mechanism for all BOSinhibition may be most strongly recruited by the BOS (Mooney, 2000) . Here we also observed such response evoked firing in the X-projecting cells we tested.
These results do not rule out the possibility that primdifferences and also noted that hyperpolarizing responses to BOS-RO were intermediate between those ing contributes to the generation of some but not all of the peaks in the BOS-evoked firing patterns of a given evoked by BOS and BOS-REV (Figures 7A, initial time point, and 7B, initial time point, bottom panel). However, cell. Indeed, as mentioned previously, peak firing diminished more greatly over time in GDP␤S-versus without measuring excitation alone, we could not determine whether these differences arose because excit-GTP␥S-treated cells, which might be expected if GDP␤S treatment blocked GIRK-mediated hyperpolarizations atory inputs are graded or because excitation is equivalently recruited by all three stimuli but preferentially extensively throughout the cell. Therefore, to search more systematically for such "episodic" priming, we exsuppressed for the nonpreferred stimuli by graded inhibition. amined the subset of peaks in the PSTH at the initial time point in GTP␥S-or GDP␤S-treated cells that were To test whether the GIRK-mediated inhibition onto X-projecting neurons disproportionately suppresses unpreceded by pronounced membrane hyperpolarization, as this pattern had been hypothesized previously to derlying excitation to nonpreferred stimuli, such as BOS-REV and BOS-RO, we measured the subthreshold deporeflect a priming process (Lewicki, 1996) . In the majority of these peaks (61%), the action potential bursts associlarization and firing responses unmasked by inhibitory disruption with GTP␥S or GDP␤S. We found that when ated with the membrane hyperpolarization diminished or disappeared altogether between the initial and final inhibition was blocked (as with GDP␤S) or occluded (as with GTP␥S), an underlying subthreshold excitation was time points of the recording, i.e., as the hyperpolarizing component of the BOS-evoked response was lost (Figunmasked that tion data indicating that a major HVC afferent (NIf) is Therefore, GIRK-mediated inhibition recruited by song excitatory (Janata and Margoliash, 1999; M. Coleman playback in X-projecting cells acts to most strongly supand R.M., unpublished data). This evidence favors a press firing to the preferred stimulus, namely the BOS. local origin for BOS-evoked inhibition in X-projecting cells, although additional extrinsic inhibitory inputs to Discussion HVC cannot be ruled out. Disrupting GIRK-mediated inhibition in X-projecting Enhanced BOS selectivity is thought to arise from local cells altered their firing patterns, as indicated by a chicircuit interactions within HVC, placing this nucleus at square independence of distribution test, by cumulative the apex of a hierarchy relative to its less selective audiprobability distributions of p values from a bin-by-bin tory afferents arising from Field L and NIf (Janata and analysis of spike patterns, by an examination of BOSMargoliash, 1999; Lewicki and Arthur, 1996; Mooney, evoked firing peaks and by an analysis of instantaneous 2000). Auditory-evoked inhibition in X-projecting cells interspike intervals. These changes in pattern included provides an attractive potential mechanism for refinethe emergence of new PSTH peaks, decreases and inment, especially as inhibition in other systems has been creases in preexisting peaks, and increased ISI variabilshown to shape stimulus response specificity (Fujita and ity. Therefore, although excitatory inputs to X-projecting Konishi, 1991; Olsen and Suga, 1991; Shumway and cells clearly convey patterned information, inhibition inMaler, 1989; Sillito, 1975 ). The present study shows that teracts potently with this excitation to shape BOSa major component of auditory-evoked hyperpolarizing evoked firing. inhibition onto X-projecting cells is a G protein-coupled One mechanism by which inhibition can interact with potassium current. Disrupting this inhibition in single excitation is via thresholding, which can be simple or X-projecting cells alters their firing patterns, specifically complex. Simple thresholding, where inhibition provides affecting responses to preferred stimuli such as the BOS a constant hyperpolarizing offset, can occur either conand influencing the response bias to the BOS over its stitutively or in a stimulus-dependent manner (Carandini and Ferster, 1997; Hammond and Kim, 1996). In contrast temporal variants. Furthermore, our data show that the with a constitutively active process, we found that discomplex thresholding of patterned excitation to shape the overall firing pattern of X-projecting neurons. rupting inhibition diminished the baseline firing rate, In X-projecting cells, blocking GIRK-mediated inhibirather than augmenting it. Contrary to stimulus-depention revealed that the remaining excitation was most dent simple thresholding, we found that although disstrongly recruited by the BOS, less strongly by BOSrupting inhibition did increase the BOS-evoked RS val-RO, and weakly or not at all by BOS-REV. Similarly, ues, these increases were not paralleled by increases in given that hyperpolarizing responses in unmanipulated instantaneous maximum firing rate. In fact, some PSTH cells are graded and that the likely mechanism for driving peaks emerged and others were lost, while the proporthis hyperpolarization is a feed-forward process involvtion of high-frequency ISIs increased, indicating that ing the same graded excitatory inputs unmasked by instantaneous maximum firing rates were not saturated. inhibitory disruption, it is likely that GIRK-mediated inhiSuch a combination of peak decreases and increases, bition is also recruited in a graded fashion by these sometimes within single cells, argues against a simple three stimuli. The balanced recruitment of excitation and scaling of the spike pattern upon inhibitory disruption.
inhibition by preferred over nonpreferred stimuli is simiThis point is further underscored by the combination of lar to that in other systems where similarly tuned excitboth alteration and constancy of spike train patterns atory and inhibitory inputs interact to shape the exact revealed by the bin-by-bin analysis, as simple scaling firing pattern to preferred stimuli ( This latter model predicts that disrupting inhibition quence specificity, it has been advanced to account for would unmask equivalent excitation across all stimuli, the highly nonlinear sensitivity to naturally occurring (i.e., which we did not observe in HVC. BOS) syllable sequences exhibited by a rare subset of Although the degree to which inhibition is graded can-HVC neurons (TCS neurons) (Lewicki, 1996) . In the gennot be determined by these experiments, the graded eral population of X-projecting cells tested here, we nature of the underlying excitation must contribute to found that disrupting inhibition with either GTP␥S or the emergence of BOS selectivity in X-projecting cells.
GDP␤S did not eliminate BOS-evoked firing, contrasting
An important remaining issue is the degree to which the with an obligatory priming model. In fact, disrupting inhi-BOS-biased and patterned excitation unmasked here bition actually increased the bias to the BOS over a reflects local versus extrinsic excitatory inputs to HVC. stimulus that had an altered syllable sequence (BOSIf this excitation largely reflects extrinsic inputs, then RO), opposite to the result expected from an obligatory one can wonder whether local circuitry enhances selecpriming model. However, we did find evidence for epitivity for the BOS over other stimuli at all. sodic priming in some cells at certain moments during
In fact, as inhibition in many systems serves to en-BOS playback, in that more than half of highly phasic hance or create a response bias, it was surprising to us action potential bursts initially preceded by membrane that inhibition actively decreases the firing bias to the hyperpolarizations decreased in magnitude upon inhibi-BOS in X-projecting cells. This process is reminiscent tory disruption. A leading candidate for enabling hyperof cancellation mechanisms described in other systems polarization-dependent burst firing in neurons is a low that act to mask predictable sensory stimuli generated threshold calcium current deinactivated by postsynaptic by the animal's own movements ( . Note that diffusion of the intracelSingh, University of Pittsburgh. Potassium channels were blocked lular blocker commenced immediately upon cell penetration and using 2 M cesium acetate in the recording electrode, and G protein that signal averaging required multiple stimulus presentations, so signaling was disrupted using either 20 mM GTP␥S or GDP␤S. Restthat even our initial measures are not true controls. Therefore, the ing membrane potential was held constant via tonic current injection absolute amount of inhibition is likely to be even greater than meathrough the recording electrode to offset the depolarizing effect of sured here. Averages throughout the text are reported with the cesium or the hyperpolarizing effect of GTP␥S. An AxoClamp 2B standard error of the mean (ϮSEM). intracellular amplifier in bridge mode measured intracellular potenTo assess whether firing patterns changed from those recorded tials, which were low-pass filtered (3 kHz) and digitized (10 kHz). during initial drug application (first 5-10 song presentations) to those HVC neuronal types were identified online by their characteristic recorded after drugs had taken effect (last 5-10 song presentations), spike shapes and firing patterns in response to positive current several measures were used. First, we examined the magnitude injection (see Briefly, X-projecting neurons were disof difference in the overall firing pattern over the course of drug tinguished from the other two cell classes in HVC (interneurons application compared with untreated cells recorded over similar and RA-projecting neurons) in that they fire relatively regular action time durations. These differences in firing patterns were assessed potential trains when depolarized with moderate spike frequency using the 2 independence of distribution test. The magnitude of adaptation over the first 5-10 spikes, have relatively broad action chi-square values quantified the difference between distributions potentials, and exhibit spontaneous IPSPs when held at depolarized of spike times during BOS-evoked firing, before and after inhibitory membrane potentials. Cells were tested with 10 to 30 iterations (at disruption. The bin width of the PSTHs used for comparison were set ‫07ف‬ dB) of the auditory stimuli if their resting potentials were negato avoid bins with zero spikes (a requirement for the independence of tive of Ϫ55 mV and robust spontaneous synaptic activity was distribution test) and thus varied across cells but were consistent present.
within cells (range: 50-450, mean: 184 Ϯ 13 ms). ANOVAs and post hoc tests were performed on chi-square values to assess the effect of each treatment on changes in firing pattern. Second, to examine Data Analysis The firing response strength (RS; spikes/s) of cells with spiking finer differences in firing pattern, we conducted a bin-by-bin withincell comparison on spike trains obtained at initial and final time activity was calculated by subtracting mean firing rates during a 2 s points. Spike counts during each BOS playback were normalized
